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This small utility memory dump utility provides simultaneous access to memory with the following
granularity: BYTE - 1 byte WORD - 2 bytes DOUBLE WORD - 4 bytes Access any part of 4 GB memory
address space (depending on available address range, access to less range, currently not available).
Usage: MEMDUMP [/H? /D[BWD][:Address[,Length]] /F:filenamenone /B:filename] Option /H? (Help):

Help text. Option /D: (Dump) Copy or dump selected address range in memory to filenamenone.
Example: Dump from 1 MB till 3.9 MB in memory MEMDUMP /D:3.9,1 Option /B: (Backup) Binary copy

memory or named text dump in files. Example: Dump from 1 MB till 3.9 MB in memory MEMDUMP
/B:C:\SYSTEM\MEMORY.BIN Using the option /B, you can select default dump file name using syntax:
[filename] File name specification syntax: Any combination of letters, numbers, and underscores that

do not begin with a digit. Filename does not have to begin with a letter or number. Option /F:
(Filenames) Filenames can be specified. Example: Use /F for separate memory dump file for each PCI

device. Option /F can be combined with /H, /D, or /B to allow for separate dump file creation.
Example: Use /F for separate memory dump file for each PCI device. Example: Use /F for separated

files for first 5 MB in memory. Here is a description of MEMDUMP feature that requires special
attention and caution: The MEMDUMP utility is a small and flexible utility that can be used to dump
or copy any part of 4GB linear memory address space to a console, text or binary file. You can use
MEMDump for dump contents of PCI devices memory located outside of first megabyte, access USB

structures, study contents of memory used by memory managers, etc. MEMDump provides
transparent access to memory with or without installed memory managers. The MEMDUMP memory

dump utility can be used in DOS or command prompt. The following example command dump all
memory to a file system directory. MEMDUMP C:\

MemDump

-------- ** Default dump level. Level 1 for reading file, 2 - 8 (depending on the range) for writing to the
file. ** All commands are passed to the dump routine. The commands are as follows: **

/F=filenamenone - Specify the name of the file to save memory data to. ** /H - Specify the number of
pages to dump ** /D=bwd - Specify read memory starting from a given address ** /B=filename -

Specify the dump file as one in addition to the following: * If no filenamename is specified, then you
may have to specify /? for other usage of the utility to show the help screen. * If filenamename is

specified as one in addition to the following, then your memory will be dumped to the file.
*./Memory.00 Memory.01. * * Otherwise, all commands are passed to the dump routine. ** For the
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following example, you may specify /H2 to dump the first 2 pages of memory to "filememory.log". *
MEMDUMP /H2 Memory.00 Memory.01. **** FORMAT /H2 PATH: MEMDUMP /H2 C:\filememory.log

**** GET /D2=bwd ADDRESS: MEMDUMP /H2 C:\filememory.log **** GET /D3=bwd ADDRESS,
ADDRESS+512 BYTES: MEMDUMP /H2 C:\filememory.log **** GET /D4=bwd ADDRESS,

ADDRESS+1024 BYTES: MEMDUMP /H2 C:\filememory.log *** You may notice that every command
has its own memory dump. For the example above, you would have the data for memory.00 and.01.
**** MEMDUMP /B Memory.00 Memory.01. MemDump Command Line Syntax: ------------------- ** -H**

Enables high memory dump - all data will be dumped to the screen. ** -D** Enables low memory
dump - only data that is not outside of the first megabyte will be dumped to the console. ** -F**

Dump file name to dump memory to - by default, this parameter is not specified so it defaults to the
current directory. ** -B** Filename for dump file - by default, this parameter b7e8fdf5c8
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- Command line parameter: - '/H?' - is silent and dumps only handle without error. -
'/D?/B?/F[:filename] - dumps handle with or without error, but do not delete handle data MEMDump
designed to be user friendly. Firstly, it does not require administrator privilege access, although it
supports access to the memory of user with proper rights. Secondly, it provides good interface when
used with files. Text output is supple and supports various sort modes (alphabet, native date), sort
by lines, sort by file, sort by bytes, etc. You can configure where to locate output files. In the text
mode, cursor is automatically placed in the beginning of output, there you can continue writing. You
can set additional colors and fonts for output. MEMDump by default uses backspace key to delete
parts of the line. To make the output more readable, you can limit number of characters to output
with /BC parameter, set /F:filename without this parameter, set /C to copy strings between the cursor
position, set /F:filename:Start:End to output text between Start and End offsets, set /D[BWD] to allow
copying between left and right, etc. Depending on the type of file output is based on the /F:filename
option (default is '-'). You can use any combination of output parameters and parameters of
MEMDump. Sample of usage: MEMDUMP [/H] - dumps only handle (no error) MEMDUMP [/H] - dumps
only handle (no error) and do not delete handle data MEMDUMP [/H] - dumps only handle (no error)
MEMDUMP [/H] - dumps only handle (no error) and do not delete handle data You can use MEMDump
only with local memory, but it is fully capable of reading and writing to any part of the memory of
target system. For example, you can dump PCI registers from chipset and to disk with MEMDump.
PokePedia is a free, Open Source, web-based encyclopedia, meant to be easy to use, but
comprehensive and powerful. Anybody can contribute to and edit the wiki. Pokepedia's tools and
features: Easy to edit articles. Search for just about anything in the encyclopedia. Easy to use.
Internationalization support. Search and analyze multiple

What's New In?

- Displays memory content to screen, files and/or console. - Displays by byte, word and double word
granularity, - Displays memory with installed memory managers. - Displays memory by default. -
Displays memory without installed memory manager. - Displays memory with and without memory
manager installed. Features: 1. Only memory on system can be analyzed. 2. Only 16bit address
space can be analyzed, - it can be used on 32bit systems if memory segmentation is enabled. - it can
be used on 64bit systems if memory segmentation is enabled. - It can analyze memory used by
Cygwin or DLLs. - It analyzes memory in Windows XP and later systems. 3. It supports 4 GB linear
address space on 32bit and 64bit windows operating systems. 4. It can dump memory contents to
files. 5. It can dump memory contents to screen, console or files. 6. It can dump memory contents
into a text file. - It can use Unicode or ANSI characters in output text. 7. It can dump memory
contents to binary file. 8. It can view memory content by word, double word, byte granularity. 9. It
can dump or copy memory contents to file or console. 10. It can analyze memory by memory
manager, by default it will analyze memory with installed memory manager. 11. It can analyze
memory without installed memory manager. 12. It can analyze memory from registry or from user
space. 13. It can analyze memory from.exe files or from memory segments. 14. It can analyze
memory from selected tasks. 15. It can analyze RAM of selected processes by EPROCESS object in
NTOSKRNL (or) by handle of the process if an executable file is loaded in kernel memory. 16. It can
dump the selected area of memory to a file. 17. It can dump the selected area of memory to a file or
to a console. 18. It can dump the selected area of memory to text file. 19. It can dump the selected
area of memory to binary file. 20. It can copy selected area of memory to a file or to a console. 21. It
can copy the selected area of memory to text file. 22. It can copy the selected area of memory to
binary file. 23. It can dump or copy selected area of
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System Requirements:

At the end of the installation window a screen is displayed that will let you know if your hardware is
suitable for installing VLC Media Player. If your hardware is not compatible with VLC Media Player,
VLC Media Player will not be installed.
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